CATHODE DOT

DIM. | INCHES  | MIN. | MAX. | MIN. | MAX.
-----|---------|------|------|------|------
A    | .090    | .110 | 2.29 | 2.80 |
B    | .016    | .022 | 0.46 | 0.56 |
C    | .095    | .105 | 2.41 | 2.67 |
D    | .003    | .005 | 0.08 | 1.3  |
E    |        | .050 |      | 1.27 |
F    | 45° NOMINAL | 45° NOMINAL |
G    |        | .014 |      | .360 |

NOTES:
1. EPOXY WILL BE ALLOWED TO RUN UP LEADS TO A MAXIMUM OF .015 BEYOND DIA.
2. CATHODE WILL BE INDICATED BY INK DOT OR ANGLED LEAD.